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StorySD - Episode 143
The Bear / Canal +
Story Breakdown  

Hi, I’m Soraia Ferreira and welcome to StorySD episode number 143. 
Today let’s talk about a very special bear.

Welcome to StorySD!
Helping you use storytelling in your communicaon strategy.
Explore other resources at www.StorySD.com.
And now, here is your host, Dr. Soraia Ferreira, story strategy consultant & trainer.

IIn 2012, Channel + released an ad where we see a huge epic bale going on. 
It’s like a bale of Game of Thrones. Everyone is fighng and we see a lot of violence. Then, 
a couple of seconds in, we see the first AD entering the set saying “cut” and following the 
director we have a bear. 
We see that something is off with this bear because he doesn't have a regular body. His 
body is flat.
TThe bear is screaming direcons, saying what he expects everyone to do. Then, we have the 
bear giving an interview. He's the director so he's saying how he loves to work with the 
actors, with the special effects. We see the bear losing it and throwing papers away and 
screaming with the team.
At the end of the ad, we have him saying that he always loved cinema and then we have the 
reveal. 
TThe reveal that this bear is, in fact, a bear rug and that's why his body is flat. He spends his 
life in a room right in front of the television and he's always watching movies, so he 
dreamed about one day being able to direct a movie.
This ad also has a story structure. 
We see the hero, which is the bear and his goal was to direct a movie. We have him going 
through all of the chores that a director does. Then the story ends with this is his dream so 
one day he's going to achieve this.
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Standing on the Shoulder of Giants

The recommended LinkedIn course for this episode is ‘Content Markeng Foundaons’ by 
Dayna Rothman. 
One of the key takeaways that I took from this course has to do with developing your brand 
voice. 
DDayna said in the course that: “To make sure that your content is consistent, you want  work 
on developing your brand voice. Your brand voice presents a consistent experience across 
channels, giving your brand a recognizable persona. This is extremely important because your 
brand voice will ulmately help you stand out. There's a ton of informaon out there and a 
ton of noise out there online, so you want to make sure that your content is specific and 
unique. By developing a brand voice that really speaks to your organizaon, your content will 
stand out from the noise.” 
IIn the next episode, I'm going to be talking about an asshole. 
Unl then keep moving forward!

Thank you for tuning in to StorySD.
Sign up to the newsleer today and be the first to receive updates, at StorySD.com.


